
Video script
Scene 1 Arriving at the airport
Every year around 5 million people travel through East Midlands Airport, to 
go on holiday, on business or to visit friends and family. Passengers arrive at 
the airport by car or bus. 

Scene 2 Flight information
They check the Passenger Information Display to see which desk they should 
go to to check in their bags. They find their flight number the Passenger 
Information Display tells them which desk they should go to.

Scene 3 Checking hand luggage
Before they go to check-in, the passengers check their handbags are within 
the size limits for hand baggage on the aircraft.

Scene 4 Checking-in
At check in the check-in desk assistant asks for the passengers’ documents 
and they ask some security questions. 

• Where are you travelling to today?
• Can I check your tickets and passports please?
• Can you confirm Millie’s date of birth for me please?
• How many bags are you checking-in?
• Could anyone have interfered with your bag since you packed it?
• Has anyone given you anything to carry on board the flight?
• Take a look at this sign. Are any of these things in your luggage?
• Are you carrying any hand luggage?
• Does you hand luggage contain any liquids, creams or gels or anything 

sharp or dangerous?

The check-in desk assistant then puts barcoded labels on to the bags so that 
the bags can be sent through the baggage system and onto the correct 
flight.

Scene 5 Security
Next passengers go to security. Security staff check their passports to make 
sure their names match their tickets. 

Scene 6 Shopping and relaxing
After security, passengers have some time to spare before their board their 
flight. They can look around the shops or buy something to eat and drink in 
the cafes and bars.

Scene 7 Finding the correct gate
The Passenger Information Displays tell passengers when they should go to 
wait at the gate because their flight is almost ready for boarding.  There are 
lots of signs showing passengers where the different gates are.
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Scene 8 Preparing the aircraft
From the gate, they can watch as aircraft are being prepared. They can see 
aircraft being refuelled and they can see bags being put on to the aircraft.

Scene 9 Boarding the aircraft
Soon it is time for them to board their aircraft and set off on their journey.

Scene 10 Arriving back at the airport
Now passengers have arrived back at EMA after a holiday. They must collect 
their bags before going through security and then home.
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